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This study investigates the differences in personality of 
adult basic education students and the general popula- 
tion. It also compares these students to each other in 
relation to reading ability, gender, reason for returning 
to school, referral source, reason for leaving formal 
schooling, age, and preferred method of instruction. Fifty- 
eight adult basic education students enrolled in an adult 
Learning center were given the MBTI and a demographic ques- 
tionnaire. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences 
(SPSSX) was utilized. The findings indicated that these 
students have similar characteristics to those in studies 
conducted with at risk youth. There are a larger percentage 
of introverts and perceptives than found in the general 
population with the greatest number being ISPs. There were, 
however, no significant differences found in the demographic 
comparison. This information concludes that a variety of 
instructional methods are needed in order to create suc- 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Problem 
In April 1990, Assessment and Adult Basic Education: 
The Iowa ~ o d e l  was published. Its purpose was to provide 
information on assessment practices currently in use in 
adult basic education programs. It was begun in response 
to Public Law 100-297 and the implementing of regulations 
of the U . S .  Department of Education to measure educational 
progress of the clientele served in the adult basic educa- 
tion program (Public Law 100-297, 1988). 
The study included several target populations such as 
beginning adult basrc education, English as a second lan- 
guage, GED adult secondary, institutional settings, interme- 
diate adult basic education and workplace literacy. 
The results of the study showed that the majority of 
assessment instruments measured reading, math, and language 
skills. These instruments included the TABE (Tests of Adult 
Basic Education), ABLE (Adult Basic Learnlng Examination), 
Woodcock, SORT (Slosson Oral Reading ~ e s t ) ,  RFU (Readlny 
for Understanding), WRAT (Wide Range Achievement Test) 
and others (Iowa Department of Education, 1 9 9 O a ) ,  Only 
a minimum of personality preference type assessments were 
With this in mind, the question arises "what are the 
personality type preferences of adult basic education stu- 
dents and what are the implications for methods of teaching 
utilized by ABE instructors?'" 
Because there are several ways of exploring personality 
type preference and its relation to learning, several possi- 
bilities should be noted. 
Keith Golay in his book Learning Patterns and 
Temperament Styles groups learners into four quadrants: 
1 )  actual-spontaneous learner, 2 )  actual-routine learner, 
3 )  conceptual-specif~c learner, and 4 )  conceptual-global 
learner (Golay, 1982). 
Malcolm Knowles suggests that learner differences can 
be accommodated by including four techniques in each lesson: 
1 )  interaction, 2) task centeredness, 3) individualization, 
and 4) self directedness (Knowles, 1906). 
Marie Carbo in Reading Style Inventory suggests that 
teaching techniques encompass 1 )  audio, 2 )  visual, 3 )  tac- 
tile, and 4) kinesthetic to best aid four types of learners 
(Carbo, 1988). 
The Gregorc Style indicator divides learners into four 
categories includ~ng: 1 )  concrete sequential, 2 )  concrete 
random, 3) abstract sequential, and 4 )  abstract random 
(Gregorc, 1985). 
Kolb's Learning Style Inventory describes learners 
as 7 )  accommodators, 2) divergers, 3 )  convergers, and 
4) r l r c . l ~ : i ? t o r C ;  ( Y r - ' i b ,  1 ? 8 5 ) *  
The Social Style Profile by William and Velma Lashbrook 
depicts persons as 1 )  analyticals, 2) drivers, 3) amiables, 
and 4) expressives (Lashbrook, W. & Lashbrook, K., 1 9 7 9 ) .  
It can be seen through the discussion of these indica- 
tors that a common pattern grouping arises, Each reference 
notes four types of learners and through further study it 
can be seen that the four categories in each instrument 
contain similarities to the four types in the other instru- 
ments. 
The challenge becomes to select an instrument which is 
reliable and valid and possesses continued research in the 
field of education utilizing the current ongoing research 
conducted in universities and privately and offers a forum 
for the presentation of this research through conferences, 
books, journals, other media, and professional associations. 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is such an instrument, 
It has documented research on file at the Center for Appli- 
cations of Psychological Type in Gainesville, Florlda. Its 
publications include the Journal of Psychological Type and 
the Bulletin of Psychological Type, It is a secured instru- 
ment requiring purchaser qualifications and requires those 
administering the indicator to have knowledge of profes- 
sional testing standards. It is based on Carl Jung's theory 
of perception and judgment, and the attitudes in which these 
are used in different types of people. It provides four 
bipolar scales that can be reported as continuous scores 
r c ,  j l q - t , , !  t o  -3 f~ c j r  P C  ( - r , c j c >  , 3 ~  ' ' f ~ ; ~ r \  * I f  
Its benefits are that it 1 )  is widely used, 2 )  is 
researched extensively, 3) is easy to administer, 4 )  has 
a nonthreatening format, and 5 )  has meaningful results. 
Its educational uses include 1 )  understanding individ- 
ual learning styles, 2 1  identifying differences in motiva- 
tion for learning, 3) developing of teaching methods and 
evaluation tools, and 4) analyzing and improving curriculum. 
It is the only personality indicator mentioned as cur- 
rently in use in assessment practices in ABE in Iowa (Iowa 
Department of Education, 1990a). 
Adult basic education students come from a wide variety 
of backgrounds and have many reasons for returning to 
school. Their prior learning experiences have not always 
been positive. Teachers of ABE know that assessment is 
much more than testing, 
Iowa's current adult baslc education program is highly 
successful and implementation of personality testing for 
the purpose of determining teachlng methods would enhance 
this success. Teachers often teach in ways they enjoy 
being taught or wlth methods that are successful with most 
students. By using the MBTI preference, teachers could 
provide more than a "hit and miss" selection of teaching 
techniques. Classroom climate could be improved and success 
strengthened. 
Statement of Problem 
Each year over 700,000 adults take the GED tests to 
r l c t c r m .  rr t ' ? c  I r r ? b ~  ? i + V  to A C ~ : C ' I . ~  3 t l ; r ~ ~ l  c ; ~ +  r>r,' p r - l : - - - - i !  - r- - "  
diploma. Other adults enter basic education programs to 
upgrade basic skills in English, math, and reading. Many 
of these adults have been unsuccessful in a traditional 
school setting or have been away from class attendance for 
a number of years, 
Therefore, it is imperative that adult basic education 
teachers understand the personalities of their students so 
that they might adjust their teaching styles to meet these 
diverse needs, so failure and fears which may be common to 
these people may be reduced. 
Statement of Purpose and Objectives 
The purpose of this study is to provide a personality 
profile of the adult basic education student currently 
enrolled in an adult basic education program and to use 
this information as a tool for improving the methods used 
in classroom teaching and student individualization. 
Specific objectives include: 
1 .  to compare the personality type preferences of 
adult basic education students to the general population 
2. to provide personality type preference data on 
those adult students reading above fourth grade level in 
cornparlson to those readlng below fourth grade level 
3. to provide data on personality type preference 
by gender 
4. to provide data on personality type preference 
by reason for returning to school 
5. to provide data on personality type preference 
by the referral source 
6 .  to provide data on personality type preference 
by reason for dropping out of traditional school 
7 .  to provide data on personality type preference 
by age 
8. to provide data on personality type preference 
by the preferred method of instruction 
Significance of the Study 
This study was conducted with adult basic education 
students (ABE and G E D )  to promote understanding of the 
personality preferences of those who have dropped out of 
school, or have limited reading skills and who have now 
returned, It also provides information which may be incor- 
porated into teaching techniques which enable improved 
learning and potential withdrawal from the program. 
It also incorporates information which addresses 
current educational trends and studies by addressing the 
following: 
1. The educational focus of the U . S .  during the 1990s 
will be in the area of baslc education. 
2. Attention to the at-risk student is currently 
belng studled. 
3, Llmited studles have been completed which give 
personality preferences of adult basic educatxon students. 
4. ~Rst-uctlonal techniques can be changed and modi- 
flcq acror$inq *c t h e  flndlnqs of this studv. 
5.  Adult basic education student's self concept will 
improve when they understand their preference for learning. 
6. Time spent matching teacher to student in current 
individualized instructional programs will be reduced. 
Limitations of study 
1. Personality testing using preference indicators may 
create error in finding exact type. ~dults often use all 
facets for their personality preference and do not know what 
they prefer. 
2. The adult personality and behavior consists of more 
than type preference. It includes environment, values, past 
experience, learning style, and gender (Elkin, 1 9 9 0 ) .  
3. This study does not consider the preference scores 
of each test taker. Preference scores indicate strength of 
preference. 
4, True type preference may be difficult to obtain 
because some adult basic education students have limited 
reading and comprehension skills. They have limitations 
in understanding of self. 
5. Available type verification methods whlch provlde 
indrvidual counseling and self assessment were not used. 
6, Individualrzed instruction is utillzed by ~nstruc- 
tors in the adult basic education program. Students of a 
particular type may be more likely to prefer this method 
and thus be a student in these Programs. 
7, Personality testing is not a current part of the 
assessment practices in the sample area adult basic educa- 
tion program. 
8. The sample was limited to adult basic education 
students in Council Bluffs served by Iowa Western Community 
College. 
Definition of Terms 
Adult Basic Education (ABE) - a program of education 
which helps adults whose skills are below the eighth grade 
level to improve their skills in reading, math, and English, 
Adult Basic Education Student - a person currently 
enrolled in an adult basic education class or high school 
equivalency class. 
Assessment - any practice or procedure that is used 
to measure a studznt's learning style, ways of achieving, 
and projected outcomes. 
Auxiliary Function - the process which is secondary to 
the dominant process. If perception is the favorlte process 
it is the judging process or supplles judgment. If the 
favorite is the judgment process ~t supplies perception. 
Chi-square Test - the cornparlson of two sets of fre- 
quencies. These are observed and expected. 
Degrees of Freedom - the number of observations which 
are free to vary once certain restrictrons are placed on 
the data. 
Dominant Process - the centerpost or core of one's 
personality. The most frequently used and most mature 
and reliable mental process (Lawrence, 1 9 8 2 ) .  
General Educational Development Test (GED) - a series 
of five tests which include writing skills, mathematics, 
social studies, science, and interpreting literature and the 
arts. Successful completion of these tests will result in 
a high school equivalency diploma. 
Global Learning - using concepts and theories to gain 
information and knowledge. 
High School Equivalency Class - a program of education 
which prepares students to take the GED tests. It is some- 
times referred to as G E D / A ~ U ~ ~  Secondary Education. 
Llnear Learning - uslng a sequence or step by step 
process to gain information and knowledge. 
Mean - a measure of the central tendency of the average 
numerical value of a set of scores. It is calculated by 
adding all of the scores and dividlng the sum by the number 
of scores, 
Median - that point in a distribution of measures below 
which 50% of the cases Ire. 
Mental Process - the core process used by a particular 
personality type. It includes sensing, intuition, thinklnq, 
and feeling. 
Mode - the value of the distribution (score) whlch 
occurs most often. 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) - an instrument 
designed by Katharine Briggs and Isabel Myers to make the 
psychological types described by C. 6 .  Jung understandable 
in people's lives (~yers & McCaulley, 1 9 8 5 ) .  It contains 
the following polarities: 
Extraversion/~ntroversion ( E / I )  - a person's 
interests which flow mainly to the outer world of 
action, objects, and persons prefers extraversion 
(E). Those preferring introversion (I) have 
interests which flow to the inner world of con- 
cepts and ideas. (Extraversion not extroversion 
is the spelling used in all MBTI work.) 
Sensing/~ntuition ( s / N )  - a person who per- 
ceives the world as immediate, real, and based on 
solid facts of experience prefers sensing ( S ) .  A 
person who perceives the world in possibilities, 
meanings, and relationships of experience prefers 
intuition (N). 
~hinking/~eeling ( T / F )  - a person who makes 
judgments or decisions based on objectivity, ana- 
lyzing facts, and ordering them in terms of cause 
and effect prefers thinking ( T ) .  Those who make 
judgments or decrsions sub~ectively and Person- 
ally, weighrng values and the lm~ortance of 
choices for oneself and other people prefers 
feeling ( F ) .  
Judging/Perception (J/P) - persons who live 
in a planned, orderly way, aiming to regulate and 
control events prefer (J). Those individuals who 
live in a flexible, spontaneous way, aiming to 
understand and adapt to events prefer perception 
( P )  (Mecaulley & Natter, 1 9 7 4 ) ,  
Personality - the complex characteristics that distin- 
guish a particular individual, or individualizes or charac- 
terizes a relationship with others (Cole, 1986). 
Preference Type - a person's preferred manner for using 
processes of perception and judgment based on concepts of 
Jung's type theory (McCaulley & Natter, 7974). 
Random Sample - a sample selected in such a way as to 
guarantee equal probability of selection to all possible 
samples of this size that could be formed from the members 
of the population involved. 
Range - the smallest interval on the score scale which 
will include all of the measures in the distribution. The 
difference between the highest and the lowest scores of the 
variability of the scores of the distrlbutlon. 
Standard Deviation - is a measure of varlabll~ty, dis- 
persion, or spread of a set of scores around their mean 
value. 
Standard Error - the difference of the two means- 
Standard Score - is one derlved from a raw Score so 
that it can be expressed on a unrform standard scale without 
seriously altering its relationship to other scores in the 
distribution. 
Standardized Test - a test is standardized if it is 
based on a systematic sampling of behavior, has reliability 
and validity, is administered and scored according to spe- 
cific instruction, and 1s widely used (Iowa Department 
of Education, 1 9 9 0 a ) .  
Statistically Significant Difference - a large enough 
difference between two comparable statistics computed from 
separate samples to indicate that the probability of a 
difference as large as the observed difference would not be 
expected to occur by change more than a specified number of 
times in one hundred. 
Variance - the mean of the squared deviation scores. 
CHAPTER I1 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The literature related to the Myers-Briggs Indicator 
and its implications for adult basic education consideration 
will be given to two factions: 1 )  the significance of type 
theory and 2 )  the current developments and implications of 
relevant data in adult basic education. 
Type Theory and Individual Differences 
When research of literature is conducted concerning the 
MBTI,  reference often begins with a general description of 
each of the polarities; the dominants and characteristics of 
each four letter type as described by Isabel Myers and based 
on the work of C. G .  Jung. 
Jung's theory assumes that to functlon well, an lndi- 
vldual must have a well-developed system for perception 
(elther Senslng or Intuitron) and a well-developed system 
for making decisions or judgments (elther Thlnklng or Feel- 
lng). In more farnillar terms, there must be a way to per- 
celve the Stimulus and to make an adequate Response. 
A "typew is a dynamic, not a statlc concept, and 
denotes the consequences of developing one's preferred ways 
of uslng one" mmlnd. The complexity In the theory comes 
from assurnptlons that In some types the dom~nant force In 
t ) ,  , , , C  T +  , f  t j i 1  i ; l l i ~ ~ r n + l ' r  i ; l l ' - r j ~ ~ ~ ~ ( - ~ ~  ? - d ~ i $  
by a judging process. In other types, a judging process 
is the dominant force, aided and balanced by an auxiliary 
perceptive process. The types further differ in whether 
these dominant and auxiliary processes are used in the 
extraverted or introverted attitudes. 
Four interacting preferences are used to generate each 
of sixteen types. In each type, one pole of each of the 
four preferences is preferred over the other, and through 
use becomes more hlghly developed (McCaulley, 1 9 7 4 ) .  The 
four preferences are: 
E Prefer to focus on the outer world of people and things. 
I Prefer to focus on the inner world of thoughts, feelings, 
or impressions. 
S Focus on the present reality and on the information 
brought by one's senses. 
N Focus on possibilities and relationships and look 
toward the future. 
T Base one's judgments on logic and objective analysis; 
tend to be more task oriented. 
F Base one" judgments on personal values; tend to be 
more person oriented. 
J Like a planned and organized approach to life; tend 
to want things settled and decided. 
P Like an adaptable, flexible, and spontaneous approach 
to life; like to stay open to new experience. 
A type is designated by four letters creating a short- 
hand for a complex theory (Myers, 1987). 
Though some characteristics may be similar within 
individual polarities, it is only within the four tempera- 
ments coupled with a knowledge of the sixteen types that 
significant characteristics are noted. The inner action 
of all of the preferences create the information necessary 
to select appropriate teaching methods to most correctly 
aid students; especially those who are or have been at risk* 
It needs to be noted that to ignore personality charac- 
teristics is to ignore the Learner (Giovannoni, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
Learners can be best described by relating their type to 
their preferred educational strategies. 
Characteristics of ~ype/Temperarnent 
Characteristics of the sixteen types, their dominant 
and auxiliary function and characteristics of temperament 
are as follows: 
ISTJ - serious, quiet, practical, and orderly, real- 
istic, and dependable. Their dominant function is sensing 
and their auxiliary function is thinking. They are linear 
learners with a strong need for order. They like direct 
experiences, well defined goals, and practlcal tests. 
They learn from audio visuals and lectures. 
ISTP - values exactness, rnterested In impersonal 
principles, and cause and effect. Their dominant functlon 
1s thlnklng and their auxiliary function 1s sensing. They 
are llnear learners who need help in organizing and wlth 
tlme management. 
ESTP - good natured, tolerant, easygoing, orlented 
to practlcal, firsthand experience, and hlghly observant 
of deta~l of things. Their domlnant functlon 1s sensing 
and thelr auxiliary function is thinking. They are linear 
learners who need help in organlzlng. They llke group 
projects, reports, and competition. Direct experience is 
important. 
ESTJ - practical realist, matter-of-fact. Like to 
organize and run activities. Their dominant function is 
thinking and their auxiliary function is sensing. They are 
linear learners with strong need for structure. They like 
direct experience, group projects, class reports, and team 
competition. 
ISFJ - responsible and conscientious people who work 
to meet their obligations. Stable, painstaking, and accu- 
rate. Their dominant function is sensing and their auxil- 
iary function is feeling. They are linear learners with a 
strong need for order. They like lectures, working alone, 
direct experience, and practical tests. 
ISFP - friendly, sensitive, and modest about their 
abilltles. They do not care to lead. They enjoy the pre- 
sent moment. Their domrnant function is feeling. Thelr 
auxiliary function is sensing. They are linear learners 
who need help in organrzing, They need well-deflned goals, 
and harmony in group projects and enjoy working alone. 
ESFP - outgoing, friendly, accepting, and like remem- 
bering facts. They like situations with sound common sense. 
Their dominant function 1s sensing and therr auxiliary func- 
tion 1s feeling. They are linear learners who need help In 
organizing. They like dlrect experience, audio visuals, 
practical tests, group projects, and class reports. 
ESFJ - talkative, positive, born cooperators. They 
work best with plenty of encouragement and praise. They 
are interested in things that directly affect  people*^ 
lives. Their dominant function is feeling. Their auxil- 
iary function is sensing. They are linear learners with 
a strong need for structure. They like well-defined goals, 
harmonious group projects, direct experience, and practical 
tests. 
INFJ - succeed by perseverance and originality. They 
are quietly forceful, conscientious, concerned for others. 
They have clear convictions and firm principles. Their 
dominant function is intuition and the auxiliary function 
is feeling. They can be global or linear learners. They 
like theory, working alone, open-ended instructions, and 
harmonious group work. 
INFP - care about learning, language, independent pro- 
jects. Often undertake too much but usually complete all 
tasks. Their dominant function is feeling and the auxiliary 
function is intuition. They are global learners who need 
help in organizing. They like reading, listening, open- 
ended instruction, and autonomy. 
ENFP - enthusiastic, hrgh-spirited, ingenious, and 
imaglnatlve. They rely on their ability to improvrse and 
can flnd compelling reasons for whatever they want. Their 
domlnant function is intuition and their auxiliary function 
is feeling. They are global learners who need choices and 
deadlines. They like seminars, group projects, team compe- 
tition, and class reports. 
ENFJ - responsive and concerned for others; especially 
their feelings. They can lead groups. Popular, tactful, 
and sympathetic. Their dominant function is feeling. 
Their auxiliary function is intuition, They are global 
and linear learners. They like seminars, group projects, 
class reports, listening, and pencil and paper tests, 
INTJ - organizers, creative, independent, and deter- 
mined. They complete their tasks with or without help. 
Their dominant function is intuition and their auxiliary 
function is thinking. They can be global or linear learners 
who enjoy working alone, paper and pencil tests, and open- 
ended instruction. 
INTP - quiet, theoretical, and logical. They have 
sharply defined interests usually in science or theory. 
Their dominant function 1s thinking and thelr lnferlor 
functlon is intuition. They are global learners who need 
help in coming to closure. They are global learners who 
llke autonomy, working alone, conslderatlon of theory, and 
open-ended instruction. 
ENTP - outspoken, problem solver, and stimulating com- 
pany. They have many ~nterests. Thelr dornlnant functlon 1s 
intuition and thelr auxlllary functron is thsnklng. They 
are global learners who need choices and deadllnes. They 
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EWI"T - decisive, leader, intelligent speakers. They 
are positive and confident. Their dominant function is 
thinking and their auxiliary function is intuition. They 
can be global or linear learners who like seminars, class 
projects, reports, listening, and open-ended instruction 
(Lawrence, 1982; Myers, 1980; Schemel & Barbely, 1981). 
Explanations of the temperaments are as follows: 
SJ - traditionalist, stabilizer, or consolidator. 
Carefully preserves traditions, knowing that these bring 
comfort, belonging, and continuity. They are decisive 
and enjoy the decision making process. They can absorb 
and manage lots of detail. Patient, steady, and thorough 
they seldom make errors of fact. They are outstanding 
at precision work and follow through on commitments. 
S P  - natural negotiator, trouble-shooter, diplomat. 
They are good at responding to crisis situations. They 
have a clear sense of reality. They are open-minded, flex- 
ible, and love to risk. They can make rapid corrections and 
are very open to change. They can brighten the environment 
by their energy, wit, and stories. 
NF - highly person-oriented. They are able to draw 
the best out of people and commlt deeply to them and thelr 
dreams. They are able to communicate carlng and enthusiasm 
and have empathetic listening skills. They have lots of 
energy and enthusiasm. They are very good at turnzng 
1labil:ti~s l n t o  a s c c t s ,  
NT - very visionary; has to be designing, conceptual- 
izing in order to feel good about himself/herself. They 
are skeptical and question everything including themselves. 
They grasp the interworkings of a system quickly; are 
responsive to new ideas and problem solving. They are 
excellent decision makers and are usually hlghly skilled 
in various abilities and competencies (Kiersey & Bates, 
1984; Kroeger & Thuesen, 1988; Golay, 1 9 8 2 ) .  
It should be remembered that psychological type con- 
cerns itself with the way people prefer to use their minds 
and specifically with the way they perceive and the way they 
make judgments (Myers, 1 9 8 0 ) .  It needs to be considered, 
however, that some indrviduals develop personality charac- 
teristics which are in direct opposition to their preference 
(Elkin, 1989). 
Type In Education 
When learnlng styles of students are given on the indl- 
cator they are grouped lnto four temperaments (Kiersey & 
Bates, 7984). When considering at-rlsk factors, they are 
grouped In six categories whlch include the temperaments as 
well as sensing and lntultlon (Glovannoni, 1989). Educators 
also may relate the factors of each polarrty in correlation 
with intelligence and aptltude and/or wlth rank In class 
(Myers & McCaulley, 1985). 
Appraisals of these studles indlcate some consistent 
and important lnformatlon and show that the judging and 
perceiving preferences are most highly correlated to a stu- 
dent's achievement. Sensing ( S )  types are more often poor 
readers and have difficulty generalizing beyond immediate 
facts- They do well in traditional instruction and testing 
while intuitive types fair better in higher education, i.e., 
if they have an intuition (N) factor combined with a judg- 
ment (J) factor which creates persistence to a higher level 
of education. Sensing-Perceptives (SPs) often found school 
difficult because of the constant requirement of practice 
and routine (Myers & McCaulley, 1985). 
In Colleen  ester" study concerning performance and 
learning tasks, significant difference was found not so 
much related to the judgment (J) and perceiving ( P I  factors 
but to the types of tasks given. Perceptives ( P )  scored 
significantly higher than judgers ( J )  on the hidden patterns 
task and the logical reasoning task. Intuitives (N) out- 
scored the sensors ( S )  on the similarities task; intuitive 
(N) perceptives ( P )  outscored the sensing ( S )  judgers (J) on 
the vocabulary test, etc. The conclusion reached from thrs 
and other data suggests individual differences in achieve- 
ment are at least moderately related to the learnrng task, 
thus creating a need for a variation in teaching techniques 
to create a learning environment whrch can influence apti- 
tude (Hester, 1 9 9 0 ) .  
In order to do this consideration must be given to the 
percentages of type in our current population and educa- 
tional settings. 
Common percentages derived from current data conclude 
that 70% of the population is extraverted, 30% of the popu- 
lation introverted. 
Seventy percent (70%) of the population is sensing 
and 30% of the population is intuitive. 
The thinking preference percentage of the population 
is 50% and the feeling preference is 50%. Gender differ- 
ences alter these figures. 
Fifty-flve percent (55%) of the population prefers 
judgment and 45% of the population prefers perception 
(Jeffries, 1991 ) .  This reflects the general population. 
In public schools, temperament percentages show that 
38% of the population is sensing/perceptive ( S P ) ;  38% of 
the population is sensing/judgment (SJ). Twelve percent 
(12%) of the population are intuitivelthinkers I N T I  and 
12% are intuitive/feelers (NF) (Golay, 1982). 
Learning Styles 
Two concepts are often used to descrlbe learning 
styles. They are 1 )  four rnterfacing preferences and 
2 )  temperament theory. 
The four interfacing preferences are used to create the 
sixteen types. One pole of each preference is preferred 
over the other (McCaulley, 1974). Discoveries leadlng to 
conclusions about the learning styles of each of these 
polarities can be summarlzed as follows: 
Extraverts ( E )  - A) prefer group learning, B J  like 
action projects, C) have shorter attention spans, Dl like 
concept to follow experience, and E) like trial and error. 
Introverts (I) - A) prefer individual learning, 
B )  enjoy library projects, C) have a longer attention span, 
D) like concept to precede experience, and E) avoid trial 
and error. 
Sensing ( S )  - A f  like solid facts, B )  prefer practical 
experiences, and C )  want tangible results. 
Intuition (N) - A) like working with ideas, B )  want 
to find the meaning in relationships, C) are interested in 
possibilities or theories, and see establishment of a theory 
as a result. 
Thinking ( T )  - A) wants an objective opinlon, B )  wants 
to know factual outcomes and consequences, C) wants gradlng 
to be fair and impersonal, and D) believes lessons should 
follow logical principles. 
Feeling I F )  - A) wants alternatives, B) wants lessons 
to have social sensitivity, and C )  llkes working w l t h  and 
being valued by people. 
Judgment (J) - A) needs lessons to be a step by step 
process, B) likes timed tests and due dates for projects, 
and C) wants a controlled environment, 
Perception (P) - A) likes classroom flexibility, 
B) needs to create thelr own time llmlts and work loads, 
and C )  needs an opportunity for spontaneous interaction 
Temperament, on the other hand, is more concerned with 
behavior and how the students perceive life and make deci- 
sions. It gives less credence to the outward or inner focus 
of the student's world. It uses four modes or combinations 
founded originally by Hippocrates. 
The following styles are combinations of temperament 
theories by Golay ( 1 9 8 2 ) ,  Kiersey and Bates ( 1 9 8 4 1 ,  Johnson 
( 1 9 8 8 1 ,  Knowles ( 1 9 8 6 ) ,  Gregorc / 1 9 8 5 ) ,  and Elkln ( 1 9 9 0 ) .  
They are grouped by temperaments in the categories most 
commonly familiar to those using the MBTI. 
Sensing/Perceptive (SP) 
Hungers for action and freedom to act 
Characteristics - performer, player, adventurer, 
fun loving 
Usual classroom does not fit unique learnlng style 
Needs physical involvement - hands-on experience 
Needs activity, competition 
Likes media presentations 
Rebels against close supervision - lnstructlons are 
something to outwit 
Traditional school technology of little appeal - drop 
out early 
Paper and pencil work deadly 
Homework is almost futile 
I f  genurnely llked will be most cooperative and liked 
by other students. 
L i  kcs rnteractlon 
13. Needs variety 
14. Acts spontaneously 
15. Learns from experience 
16. Stimulus-rich 
17. Orders the world in random three dimensional patterns 
18. Cognitive style is often kinesthetic 
~ensing/~udgrnent (SJ) 
1.  Relates well to traditional classroom and the 
traditional teacher 
Values of teacher accepted - study habits, homework, 
teacher's directions 
Like workbooks 
Need structure, learn best when lesson is presented 
in increments 
Needs clear directions 
Does not thrive on long term independent projects 
Responds best in writing 
Dependability dissolves when asked to speculate, 
invent, improvise 
Thrives on stability 
Lrkes a given task 
Identifies and memorizes facts 
Meticulous in work 
Should be glven responslbllity 
Wants personal proof 
15. Orders the world in sequential, step by step linear 
progression 
16. Cognitive style is often visual 
IntuitivefThinkers ( N T )  
1. Must know all they should know, list of should-knows 
is endless 
2. Independent learner, likes to pursue inspirations 
3. May put off writing flndings 
4,  May not complete homework 
5. May be a loner in class - needs help appreciating 
other qualities besides intelligence 
6. Oblivious to other's feelings 
7. Needs help establishing priorities especially 
recreation 
8. Has built-in self-doubting system - needs constant 
success experiences 
9. Likes individualization 
70. Learns criticism through experiment 
11 .  Has high standards for improvement 
12. Believes the real world is abstract 
13. Has a polysyllabic and highly verbal use of language 
1 4 .  Orders the world by sequentlal and two dimensional 
patterns 
1 5 .  Cognitive style is often audio 
Int~itive/~eeler (NF) 
1 -  Wants to be "~imself" as well as lf~omebodyw 
2 -  Sarcasm or ridicule is unwise and cruel 
3 -  Thrives on recognition, caring, personal attention 
4 -  Needs personal feedback on papers 
5 -  Likes discussion method, role playing 
6 -  Cooperation rather than competition 
7. Self competitive and willing to share 
8. Enjoys subjects focusing on people 
9 .  Likes democratic classroom 
10. Responsive to teachers who are accepting, verbalize 
recognition, indiv~dualize instruction 
11.  Wants self directedness 
12. Learns through personalization 
13. Enjoys learning about values 
14. Wants to be seen as unlque 
15. Enjoys interacting 
16. Has metaphoric use of the language 
17. Orders the world in a random multldirnensional way 
18. Cognitive style is often tactile 
Studies of at-risk students show a deflnite correlation 
between sensing and sensing perceiving (Gzovannoni, 1 9 8 9 ) -  
In the elementary grades, sensing students outnumber intul- 
tive types two or three to one. However, the higher one 
goes on the academic ladder, more lntuitlves can be found- 
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and work at an abstract theoretical, and sometimes imagina- 
tive level suits the interests of the intuitive (Cole, 
1986). 
Overall, however, all students have the most success 
when they have an equal opportunity for success through 
a variety of teaching styles and if their natural prefer- 
ences are cultivated (Wheeley & Foley, 1 9 8 7 ) .  
Adult Basic Education Overview 
Adult basic education in Iowa is reflective of many 
trends to improve literacy and provide for GED preparation 
for adults. 
The scope of adult basic education in Iowa is reflected 
in the "Philosophy of Adult Basic Education for Iowa." The 
philosophy states: Adult baslc education is an organized 
effort to provide basic skills to adults, 16 years of age 
and older, who are not enrolled in school. The purpose of 
adult basic education as cited in the enabling legislation 
is to: 
A enable all adults to acquire basic skllls necessary to 
functlon in society 
* enable adults who so desire to continue their education 
to at least the level of completion of secondary school 
* to make available to adults the means to secure train- 
~ n q  that will enable them to become more employable, 
productive, and responsible citizens 
Adult basic educatlon programs are implemented through 
the merqed area schools' adult education delivery system 
in active cooperation and coordination with human services 
agencies. The local adult basic education program has the 
freedom, flexibility, and responsibility to serve those 
adults lacking basic skills (Iowa Department of Education, 
1 9 8 2 ) .  
Continual updating of and adherence to this philosophy 
is presented in the Adult Basic Education State Plan. The 
most current is for fiscal years 1990-1993 ,  
The plan provides the following: 
1. legal basis on which the State of Iowa, through the 
Iowa Department of Education, will qualify to participate in 
the adult education State-admln~stered basic grant program 
under the Adult Education Act 
2. comprehensive statement of the Iowa Department of 
Education's goals, objectrves, priorltles, and methods under 
whlch the agency wlll administer the program 
3. basls for common understanding among the Iowa 
Department of Education, other participating entities, 
the U.S. Department of Education, program reviewers, and 
auditors 
4. basis for both imrnedlate and long-range planning 
and for contrnuous, systematic evaluation 
5. means to fac~litate cornmunlcation and program 
support through the involvement of local adult education 
teachers and admlnlstrators, advlsory or planning represen- 
tatlves, and other State and local declslon makers In devel- 
oping, reviewing, and administering the State plan. 
The plan is comprehensive in scope and descriptive 
of Iowa's programs as well as the services. 
The plan's concepts include 1 )  proactiveness, 
2 )  accountability, 3 )  planning, 4 )  evaluation, 5 )  research, 
6 )  utilization and dissemination of research and evaluation 
results (Iowa Department of Education, 1989af. 
These are provided under this program in the form of 
basic literacy skills, English as a second language, teacher 
training programs, identification of adults in need, coop- 
eration with other agencies, ABE and GED instruction, spe- 
cial emphasis on literacy for the homeless, instruction for 
institutionalized adults, workplace literacy, opportunity 
to complete a high school diploma or high school equivalency 
diploma and to conduct the Iowa GED test norming study (Iowa 
Department of Education, 1989a). 
The GED Program 
One of the most comprehensive and formal purposes of 
the Adult Basic Education Program is preparation for and the 
admlnisterrng of the Tests of General Educational Develop- 
ment. Tests given include writing skills, mathematics, 
soclal studles, science, and interpreting literature and 
the arts. 
The program began I n  1942 with the development of 
a battery of tests for U.S. milltary personnel who had 
not completed their high school studres. It provided an 
opportunity for these people to demonstrate that they had 
acquired the learning outcomes expected of a high school 
graduate. 
After the war, ACE (American Council on Education) 
began directing the GED Testing Program. In the 1950s, 
several states began to recognize successful G E D  candidates 
by issuing credentials based on the examinations. These 
credentials were considered equivalent--for purposes of 
occupation, military service, and college admission--to a 
high school diploma. 
From this modest beginning, the G E D  Testing Program 
has grown considerably. Today, the tests are used in all 
50 states, U.S. territories, and in most Canadian provinces 
(Iowa Department of Education, 7989b). 
During 1989, 682,728 people took the GED tests at over 
3,400 testing locations. Approximately 68% of the examinees 
who completed the test battery in 1989 earned scores suffi- 
clent to qualify for the GED diploma awarded by their state, 
territory, or province. Departments and ministries of edu- 
cation in the United States and Canada awarded 376,879 
credentials. 
The statistics in thls report demonstrate that the 
GED testlng program continues to offer a substantlal number 
of people the opportunity to quallfy for a GED dlploma. 
Since 1971, the program has enabled over seven and one-half 
mlllzon adults to obtain formal recognition of their 
educational development through their attainment of a GED 
dlploma (American Councll on Education, 1989). 
Adult Basic Education Student Profile 
Each Iowa Adult Basic Education program gathers infor- 
mation about each student who enters the Adult Basic Educa- 
tion programs. These data include classification by grade 
level in math and reading, race, age, progress by instruc- 
tional level, status, reason for program entry, sex, highest 
grade completed, and referral source. 
The trend analysis for the enrollment for ~ ~ ' 8 9  to 
~ ~ ' 9 0  reported the unduplicated count by population group 
and sex. 
1. 26,951 (64.93%) participants were classified as 
either beginning or intermediate ABE. 
2. 3,519 (8.47%) participants were classified as 
beginning, intermediate, or advanced ESL. 
3. 11,037 participants (26.59%) were classified as 
adult secondary education. 
4. 17,437 males (42.01%) and 24,070 females (57.99%) 
were enrolled in the A B E I E S L I R ~ U ~ ~  Secondary 
Education Program. 
5. 13,660 (32.91%) were between the ages of 16-24, 
6. 15,167 (36.54%) were between the ages of 25-44. 
7. 4,594 (11.06%) were between the ages of 45-59. 
8. 8,086 (19.48%) were 60 and older. 
The duplicated count of participant status on program 
entry included: 
1. 11,542 (12.35%) disabled adults 
2 ,  1,529 (1 .63%) homeless adults 
3 .  10,132 (10.84%) adults in correctional facilities 
or in other institutionalized settings 
4. 30,600 (32.76%) adults classified as a combination 
of employed or unemployed 
5. 11,584 (12.40%) adults on public assistance 
Trends established by statistical analysis showed 
that 1 )  a significant number of minority populations are 
being served, 2 )  the largest percentage of participants 
are between ages 25-44, 3 )  a significant number of partici- 
pants are progressing to higher instructional levels, 4 )  the 
major reason for program separation was participants meeting 
personal objectives, 5) a significant number of target 
populations are being served (e.g., disabled, homeless, 
institutionalized/correctional, public assistance, etc.), 
6 )  participants gaining employment was the most significant 
program achievement, 7 )  classes are being held in a wide 
variety of school/cornrnunity/institutionalized/horne-based/ 
work site settings, thus demonstrating a major statewide 
outreach function: The majority of participants (74.01%) 
were served in a combination of: a) community colleges, 
b) learnlng centers, c) correctional/institutional, 
d )  Community Based Organization (cBo's) locations, 8) a 
significant number of personnel, paid and volunteer, are 
involved in the ABE/ESL/GED program (Iowa Department of 
Education, 1 9 9 0 b ) .  
Student Participation 
Adult basic education students have need of ABE educa- 
tional programs for a variety of reasons. They also fail 
to participate or drop out of classes for reasons sometimes 
paralleling the reasons they disliked public school or 
dropped out of public school. 
Personal reasons were cited in a I990 GED profiles 
study as the major reason for leaving high school. The 
percentage was 34.7%. Some 19.7% left school due to preg- 
nancy or marriage, and 18.7% cited a need to work or support 
themselves or others as a reason for leaving school. Only 
6.4% left because they were not doing well in school (E 
Profiles, 1990). These somewhat compared to the studies 
completed by Beder in 1989 which found the following as 
reasons for not completing high school. 
Reasons for not completing high school 
Reason Percent 
( N = 1 3 3 )  
Had to work on farm/went to work on farm 
Had to worklwent to work 
Poor family finances, had to help 





High school too far distant/not available 
Personal conflicts with school 
~idn@t need high school 
Other 
Note: Respondents could list more than one reason. 
Source : Beder ( 1 989 ) 
Adult students who have dropped out of school are 
sometimes motivated to return to school, Sometimes they 
are not. The four most frequent reasons are 1 )  situational 
barriers, 2 )  low perceptions of need, 3 )  perceived diffi- 
culty, and 4 )  dislike of school (Beder, 1 9 8 9 ) .  
Students who return to school are motivated by ten ( 1 0 )  
factors: 1 )  self improvement, 2 )  family responsibilities, 
3 )  diversion, 4 )  literacy development, 5 )  community/church 
involvement, 6 )  job advancement, 7) launching, 8 )  economic 
need, 9 )  educational advancement, and 10) the urging of 
others. 
The students can be identified in six categories which 
include 1 )  mainstream women, 2) least affluent/least 
employed, 3) young adults, 4) the urged, 5) the climbers, 
and 6 )  low ability strivers. 
The major reasons and most important factors to par- 
ticipation are not only the motivators but their relation- 
ships in the ABE classroom with peers, the progress they 
are able to make, the types of materials they receive, the 
teaching, and the way they are treated (Beder & Valentine, 
1987). 
Current Adult Basic Education Assessment 
Assessment of ABE students in the state of Iowa has 
been researched and documented, All practices used with 
Learners including those worklng to obtain a GED and those 
who were irnprovlng baslc skills noted the following assess- 
ments. These assessments were grouped into three cate- 
gories: I f  testing, 2 )  student goal setting, and 3 )  other 
performance measures. 
Testing instruments included: Tests of Adult Basic 
Education (TABE), Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE), 
Official GED Practice Tests, and other competency examina- 
tions. 
Most student goal setting did not include formalized 
testing but instead was completed through anecdotal records, 
student intake, progress information reviews, and teacher 
observations. 
Other performance measures included student academic 
and employment records and life skills assessments. Most 
of these were informal. 
According to the Iowa Department of Education (1990a) 
it was concluded that: 
1. Iowa's Adult Basic Education program utillzes 
comprehensive assessment practices and procedures. 
2. The end result of all assessment 1s to assist 
adult learners in achieving their learning 
objectives. 
3. The assessment strategies serve speclflc target 
populations in Iowa's Adult Baslc Education 
programs, 
4.  Assessment instruments are utilized to provlde an 
indicator of program effectiveness in relatlon to 
the stated goals of the local program plans and 
the Iowa Adult Basic Education State Plan: Fiscal 
Years 1990-1 993. 
5 .  Iowa's Adult Basic Education program is meeting the 
needs of the adult clientele as documented by: 
( 1 )  Iowa's Adult Basic Education Target population 
Studies 
(2) Iowa" GEED Norming Study 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions can be derived from the 
review of literature: 
1 -  Personality type preference designates a preferred 
learning style. 
2 .  Adult basic education students have various reasons 
for initially dropping out of school or not satisfactorily 
mastering basic skills. 
3 .  Adult basic education students prefer a variety of 
teaching methods depending on their personality preference. 
4. Adult basic education students have various reasons 
for returning to school. 
5. The most definitive indicator for determining 
learning styles is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. 
6 .  The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator offers habitual 
tendencies which relate directly to student motivation. 
7 .  Knowledge of the Myers-Brlggs Type Indicator 
provldes a process for observable type preferences. 
8. Assessment procedures currently used by adult basic 
education teachers include written, oral, and observable 
behavior techniques. 
9 .  Since no statistical instrument measuring learning 
styles is currently uniformly used in adult basic education, 
use of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator in relation to adult 
basic education could provide a replication model for the 
teaching of learning styles in other adult basic education 
programs both in Iowa and nationally. 
CHAPTER 111 
D E S I G N  O F  THE STUDY 
Introduction 
A revlew of Chapters I and I1 of this study shows the 
importance of recognizing the learning styles of adults and 
the importance of integrating learning styles and person- 
ality characterrstlcs into a productive learnlng envlron- 
ment . 
The study's intent was to provide instructors wlth 
information which shows profiles of current adult baslc 
education students and to present concluslons which may 
help instructors develop appropriate teachlng methods for 
individuals as well as classroom settings. The descriptive 
research design used in this study glves Information on 
current students and existing condltlons. 
Research Hypothesis 
There will be differences In personality type prefer- 
ences of adult basic education students and those of the 
general population but the factors of grade placement, gen- 
der, age, reason for leavlng school, reason for returning to 
school, referral source, and preferred method of instruction 
will amongst themselves create no slgnlfscant differences. 
The following research questions were used to draw 
concluslons contained In this study. 
Question 7 
Is there a difference between personality type prefer- 
ences of adult basic education students and those of the 
general population as measured by the MBTI? 
Question 2 
Is there a difference between the adult basic education 
student reading below or at the fourth grade level and those 
reading above the fourth grade level as to personality type 
preference as measured on the MBTI? 
Question 3 
Is there a difference between adult basic education 
male and female students' personality type preferences as 
measured on the MBTI? 
Question 4 
Is there a difference between reasons adult basic 
educatlon students returned to school and personality type 
preference as measured on the MBTI? 
Question 5 
IS there a difference between adult basic education 
students' referral source and their personality type prefer- 
ence as measured on the MBTI? 
Questlon 6 
Is there a difference between the reason for the adult 
baslc educatlon student droppxng out of traditional school 
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Question 7 
Is there a difference between age of adult basic educa- 
tion students and personality type preference as measured on 
the MBTI? 
Question 8 
Is there a difference between the preferred method of 
instruction and personality type preference as measured on 
the MBTI? 
Sub] ec ts 
Selection of the adult population was made from the 
Iowa Western Community College Adult Learning Center Adult 
Basic Education program. They were selected at random 
and were given Form G of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. 
Fifty-eight persons were selected. Those wlth reading below 
the seventh grade level were aided by an oral reading of the 
indicator. Participation was voluntary. 
All subjects have taken the Myers-Briggs Indicator and 
have had workshop or individual instruction In basic type 
concepts. 
Instrumentation 
Description of the MBTI: 
The Myers-Brlggs Type Lndlcator written by Isabel 
Briggs Myers and Katharine C. Br~ggs 1s the most wldely 
used measure of personality dispositions and preferences. 
It is based on Carl Jung's theory of perception and j u d g -  
m r t  - I  t itl- ; t ~ i d ~ ~  ~n w t 7 1 r h  these are used ~n different 
types of people. Suitable for upper elementary through 
adult ages, the MBTI provides four bipolar scales that can 
be reported as continuous scores or reduced to a four-letter 
I t  code or "type. Descriptions of the types are easily under- 
stood and useful in self-exploration. 
The MBTI scales indicate relevant preference for: 
Extraversion-Introversion fEI): 
The EI index is designed to reflect whether a person is 
orlented primarily toward the outer world ( E l  or toward the 
inner world of ideas (I). 
Senslng-Intuition (SN): 
The SN index descrlbes an interest I n  perceiving the 
objects, events, and details of the present moment ( S )  or 
the possibilltles, abstractions, and insights imagined In 
the future (N). 
Thinking-Feellng (TF): 
The TF index describes a preference for rnaklng rational 
judgments by uslng oblectlve and logical analysis ( T I  or by 
weighlnq the relatlve person-centered values f F ) .  
Judglng-Percelvlng (JP): 
The JP index descrlbes a preference for organizing and 
controlling events of the outslde world (J) or for observing 
and understanding such events ( P I .  
The various combinatrons of these preferences result In 
16 personality types. 
T h e  MBTI is completely self-admlnlsterlng. All neces- 
sitrs. ~ n s t r ~ ~ c t ~ o n s  a r e  q l v ~ n  on the cover of the test book- 
lets and on the response sheets. It must, however, be 
administered and scored by a qualified person as approved 
b y  the Center for Applications of Psychological Type. 
The MBTI is not a timed test. The reading level is 
seventh grade. It is an appropriate instrument for ages 
twelve through adult. 
Its benefits include: 
1. used widely 
2. researched extensively 
3 .  easy to administer 
4. nonthreatening format 
5. meaningful results 
Its educational uses are as follows: 
3 .  understand individual learning styles 
2. identify differences in motivation for learning 
3. develop teaching methods and evaluation tools 
4. analyze and improve curricula 
All construct and criterion-related validity; internal 
consistency and test-retest reliability estrmates are 
reported In the MBTI manual. 
Preparat~on of the Demoqraphlc Instrument 
Preparation of the Demographic Questionnaire which 
accompan~ed the MBTI Form G was based on sirnllar forms 
currently requlred of all GED candidates and formulated 
ln Analysis of ABE Annual Performance Report (Blue Goose). 
It 1s on file for all adult basic education students. 
- ; ~ + t (  I- j 7 ~ p p r  nd 1 \ A )  an4 i r ? f ~ r r l e d  r r ) r c ; e v t  forlr 
(Appendix B) were given to all participants and kept on 
file to ensure understanding by the participant and confi- 
dentiality of the study. 
Other procedures included in its preparation were: 
1. a review of literature 
2. informal interviews with representatives of the 
Iowa Department of Education and coordinators of Adult 
Basic Education programs in Iowa 
3. printing of the questionnaire and collection of 
relevant data (Appendix C )  
Collection of Data 
The following procedure was used in the collection of 
data for this study. 
1. The instructors at the Iowa Western Adult Learning 
Center were given the MBTI and had a basic course in the 
interpretation and use of the instrument, 
2. The coordinator of the Adult Learning Center was 
contacted and requested to participate in the study. The 
nature of the study was explained. 
3 .  Participant Consent Forms were developed. 
4 .  The MBTI Form G and the Demoqraphlc Questionnaire 
were administered to fifty-eight adult basic education 
students. 
5 .  Answer sheets were hand scored by Marie Elkln. 
6 ,  Information packets were developed containing a 
description of appropriate type (Appendix D l ,  a Myers-Brrggs 
Report Form (Appendix E f ,  and a page containing eharacter- 
istics frequently associated with type (Appendix F ) .  
7. MBTI scores and information packets were delivered 
to the Adult Learning Center and distributed during a ses- 
sion overviewing the MBTI. 
8. Information on temperaments will be distributed at 
the February, 1992 workshop for teachers t~ppendix G and H ) .  
Analysis of Data 
Data were obtained from two sources: the MBTI Form G 
and the Demographic Questionnaire. All information was 
processed by computer at Iowa Western Community College, 
Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
Absolute, relative, ad~usted, and cumulative frequen- 
cles were calculated, 
The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSSX) 
program was utilized. It employs Chl-square to determine 
if sample means differed slgniflcantly. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS O F  THE DATA 
Introduction and Organizational Statements 
The most important task in the presentation of these 
findings is to identify and interpret the results of the 
survey and to give pertinent data to those objectives given 
in Chapter I of this text. 
It is also necessary to consider that research is an 
ongoing process and what needs to be formulated here is the 
major significance this thesrs contributes to the betterment 
and facilitation of learning of the adult basic education 
student. 
Before the questions can be fully answered, attention 
must be given to the demographics of this survey. 
Survey Demographics 
From the fifty-eight ( 5 8 )  responses, the following 
general Information was galned: 
Fifty-one (51) or 88% of the participants were non high 
school graduates. Fifty-flve (55) or 95% were reading below 
the elghth grade level. 
Nlneteen ( 1 9 )  or 33% needed the Myers-Brlggs survey 
instrument read to them because of poor reading skills. 
Fifty-eight (58) or 100% of the respondents dld not 
challnnqc the accuracy of their type. 
Fifty-seven (57) or 98% of the respondents had not pre- 
viously taken the MBTI and had no knowledge of type theory. 
Of the fifty-eight (58) respondents, ten ( 1 0 1  or 18% 
showed a preference for ISTJ, thirteen ( 1 3 )  or 23% showed a 
preference for XSTP, one ( 1 )  or 1% showed a preference for 
ESTP, three ( 3 )  or 5% showed a preference for ESTJ, three 
( 3 )  or 5% showed a preference for ISFJ, eleven ( 7 1 )  or 19% 
showed a preference for ISFP, two (2) or 3 %  showed a prefer- 
ence for ESFP, one ( 7 )  or 1 %  showed a preference for ESFJ, 
none ( 0 )  or 0% showed a preference for INFJ, three (3) or 
5% showed a preference for INFP, three ( 3 )  or 5% showed a 
preference for ENFP, none ( 0 )  or 0% showed a preference for 
ENFJ, none (0) or 0% showed a preference for INTJ, five ( 5 )  
or 9% showed a preference for INTP, three ( 3 )  or 5% showed 
a preference for ENTP, and none ( 0 )  Or 0% showed a prefer- 
rence for ENTJ (Table 1 ) .  
Table 1 
A personality profile using the MBTI type table to 
describe preferences of the adult basic education students 
I N 5 8 ) .  
Row Number ROW 
Row Percent Total 
Number 
Number I 2  1 3 1 9 
Percent 
Number 





When the polarltles were considered, thirteen (13) or 
22% showed a preference for extraversion, twenty-five ( 2 5 )  
or 78% showed a preference for rntroversion, fourteen (14) 
or 24% showed a preference for intuition, thlrty-four ( 3 4 )  
or 76% showed a preference for sensing, thlrty-flve (35) or 
60% showed a preference for thinking, and twenty-three ( 2 3 )  
or 40% showed a preference for feeling. Seventeen ( 1 7 1  or 
30% showed a preference for judgment and forty-one (41) or 













1 4 %  
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1 4 %  
6 %  
= 58 
= 9 9 %  
Table 2 
A personality profile using the four preference polar- 
ities to describe Iowa Western Community College adult basic 
education students I N 5 8 ) .  
Row 
Total 
E l I I 
Note: Percentages are calculated to the next highest whole 
number. 
Temperament qrouplnqs by number were as follows: 
Seventeen ( 1 7 )  or 29% showed a preference for SJ (sens- 
ing-judgment), twenty-seven (27) or 17% showed a preference 
for SP (sensrng-perception), slx (6) or 10% showed a prefer- 
ence for intuitive-feeling (NF), and eight (8) or 14% showed 
a preference for NT (intuitive-thinking) (Table 3). 
Table 3 
A personality profile using Kierseyk temperament table 
to describe preferences of the Iowa Western Community Col- 
lege adult basic education student ( N 5 8 f .  
Row Number Row 
Row Percent Total 
I NF I SJ I 
Number 6 17 23 
Percent 10% 2 9 %  3 9 8 
NT SP 
Number 8 27 35 
Percent 14% 47% 61 % 
Column 1 4  44 - 5 8 
Total 24% 7 6 %  - 100% 
Note: Percentages are calculated to the next highest whole 
number. 
Comparisons by percentage of this data to that of the 
general population (question 1 )  were used because of the 
small sample size. 
All data relevant to the questions 2-8 were obtained 
by utilizing the four temperaments. This provided adequate 
sample cell size to facilitate statistical calculation uslng 
the Chi-square Test of Significance. 
Flndings Related to the Questron 
Questlon 1 :  Is there a difference between personallty 
type preferences of adult basic education students and those 
of the general population as measured by the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question can be obtalned 
from many sources. Basic calculations used to descrlbe the 
general population and used for personallty proflles ln 
workshops and nonstatistical publications provide the fol- 
lowing information. Most often these references quote or 
allude to the work of David Kiersey for these percentages 
in type and temperament (Jeffries, 1991). 
ISTJs are 6% of the general population; ISTPs are 6%; 
E S T P s  are 1 3 % ;  ESTJs are 13%; ISFJs are 6 % ;  ISFPs are 6%; 
E S F P s  are 1 3 % ;  ESFJs are 13%; INFJs are 1%;  INFPs are 1%; 
ENFPs are 5%; ENFJs are 5%; INTJs are 1%; INTPs are 1 % ;  
ENTPs are 5%; and ENTJs are 5% (Table 4 ) .  
Table 4 
A personality profile of adult basic education students 




Adult Baslc Row 
Ed. Population Total 
Note: Percentages are calculated to the next hlqhest whole 
number. 
Extraverts ( E l  are 70% of the general population; in- 
troverts (I) are 30%;  sensors ( S )  are 7 0 % ;  intuitives (N) 
are 30%; thinkers (TI are 50%; feelers ( F )  are 50%; judgers 
(J) are 55%; and perceptives (P) are 45% (Table 5). 
Table 5 
A personality profile of adult basic education students 




Adult Basic Row 
Ed. Population Total 





Gen. Pop. i 4 5 %  1 0 0 %  ABE Pop. 30% 7 0 %  1 1 0 0 %  
7 0 %  




Note: Percentages are calculated to the next highest 
number. 
-
7 0 %  
7 6 %  
T 
Intuitive feelers are 12% of the general population; 
3 0 % 
7 8 %  
N 
5 0 %  
6 0 %  
intuitive thinkers are 1 4 % ;  senslng ludgers are 38%; and 
sensing perceptives are 38% (Table 6 ) .  
1 0 0 %  
7 0 0 %  
3 0  % 
2 4 8  
F 
1 0 0 %  
1 0 0 8  
5  0  8 
4 0 %  
1 0 0 %  
1 0 0 8  
J P 
Table 6 
A personality profile of adult basic education students 




Adult Basic Row 
Ed, Population Total 
Gen. Pop. 
Note: Percentages are calculated to the next highest 
number. 
An examination of these figures shows a greater number 
(at least a difference of 8%) of ISTJs (148 difference), 
ISTPs (17% difference), ISFPs (13% difference), and INTPs 
(8% difference) in the adult basic education population as 
compared to the general population (Table 4 ) .  
There were more introverts (48% difference) and more 
perceptives (70% difference) when adult basic education 
students were compared to the general population (Table 5). 
When temperament is examined, figures indicate a lesser 
number of SJs (9% difference) and a greater number of SPs 
(9% difference) (Table 6). 
These percentages also showed that a lesser number (at 
least an 8% dlfference) of ESTPs (12% dlfference), ESTJs (8% 
difference), ESFPs (10% difference), and ESFJs (12% dlffer- 
ence) are in the adult basic education population as com- 
pared to the general population (Table 4). 
There were less extraverts (40% difference) and less 
judgers (35% difference) when adult basic education students 
were compared to the general population (Table 5 ) .  
Therefore, it can be seen when all factors of person- 
ality type are considered that there are differences in 
preferences of adult basic education students and the gen- 
eral population. 
This supports the hypothesis. 
Question 2: IS there a difference between the adult 
basic education student reading below or at the fourth grade 
level and those reading above the fourth grade level as to 
personality type preference as measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question show that there 
are 19 respondents reading below the fourth grade level 
(Level 1 )  and 39 respondents reading above the fourth grade 
level (Level 2) who completed the demographic guestionnaxre. 
The total number of valid cases is 58. 
There are no missing cases, so the relative and ad- 
justed frequency is the same for Level 1 respondents (32.8) 
and Level 2 respondents (67.2). The mean 1s 1.672. The 
median is 1.756. The mode is 2.000. The standard error 1s 
0.062. The standard deviation 1s 0.473. The variance IS 
0.224. The range is 1.000 (Table 7 ) .  
Table 7 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies of adult 
basic education students reading below the fourth grade 
level (Level 1 )  and those reading above the fourth grade 
level (Level 2). 
Relative Adjusted Cumulative 
Absolute Fseq Freq Freq 
Three out of eight (37.5%) of the valld cells have a 
frequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell fre- 
quency is 1 . 9 6 6 .  
The total percentage of Level I respondents preferring 
SJ is 8.6. The total percentage of Level 2 respondents pre- 
ferrlng SJ is 20.7. All those preferring SJ totaled 29.3% 
or 17 respondents. 
The total percentage of Level 1 respondents preferring 
SP is 17.2. The total percentage of Level 2 respondents 
preferrlng SP is 29.3. All those preferrlng SP totaled 
46.6% or 27 respondents. (Percentages are rounded to the 
nearest tenth. ) 
The total percentage of Level 1 respondents preferrsng 
NF 1s 0.0, The total percentage of Level 2 respondents p r e -  
ferrlng NF is 10.3. All those preferrlng NF totaled 10.3% 
or 6 respondents. 
The total percentage of Level 1 respondents preferring 
NT is 6.9. The total percentage of Level 2 respondents pre- 
ferring NT is 6.9. All those preferring NT totaled 13.8% or 
8 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 4.31352 with three degrees 
of freedom. The significance level is 0.2295 which is out- 
side the accepted level for the . 0 5  (Table 81.  
Table 8 
A psychological profile of adult basic education 
students reading below the fourth grade level (Level 1 )  
to those reading above the fourth grade level (Level 2). 
Count 
Row Pct 
Column Pct Row 
Level 1 
Level 2 
This Indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between Level 1 respondents and 
Level 2 respondents. This supports the hypothesss. 
Question 3: Is there a difference between adult baslc 
education male and female students' personality type prefer- 
ences as measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question showed that 
there are 18 males and 4 0  females who completed the demo- 
graphic questionnaire. The total number of valid cases 
is 58. 
There are no missing cases, so the relative and 
adjusted frequency is the same: 31.0 for males and 69.0 
for females. The mean is 1.690, The median is 1.775. The 
mode is 2.000. The standard error is 0,061. The standard 
deviation is 0.467. The variance is 0.218. The range is 
1 .000 (Table 9 ) .  
Table 9 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in 
comparing adult basic education males and females. 
Relative Adjusted Cumulative 
Category Absolute Freq Freq Freq 
Label Freq ( P c ~ )  (Pet) (Pet) 
Three out of eight (37.5%) of the valid cells have a 
frequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell tre- 
quency is 1.862. 
The total percentage of males preferring SJ is 8.6. 
The total percentage of females preferring SJ is 20.7. 
All those preferring SJ totaled 29.3% or 17 respondents. 
Female 
Total 
31 .O 3 1  .O 
40 
5 8 






The total percentage of males preferring SP is 12.1. 
The total percentage of females preferring SP is 34.5. 
All those preferring SP totaled 46.6% or 27 respondents. 
The total percentage of males preferring NF is 7 . 7 .  
The total percentage of females preferring NF is 8.6. All 
those preferring NF totaled 10.3% or 6 respondents. 
The total percentage of males preferring NT is 8.6. 
The total percentage of females preferring NT is 5.2. A11 
those preferring NT totaled 13.8% or 8 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 4,62953 with three degrees 
of freedom. The significance level is 0.2010 which is out- 
side the accepted level for the - 0 5  (Table 1 0 ) .  
Table 10 
A psychological profile of adult basic education male 
and female students. 
This indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between males and females. This 
supports the hypothesis. 
Question 4: Is there a difference between reasons 
adult basic education students returned to school and 
personality type preference as measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question showed that 
there are 12 respondents returning to school because of 
employment reasons, 25 respondents returning to school to 
further their education, and 9 respondents returning to 
school (adult basic education classes) for personal satis- 
faction who completed the demographic questionnalre. The 
total number of valid cases is 46. Classifications of 
employment, gob promotion, military and other were col- 
lapsed to create greater cell samples since all these are 
job related. Percentages are rounded to the nearest tenth. 
There are 12 misslng cases so the adjusted frequency 1s 
26.1 for those returning because of employment, 54.1 for 
those returning for further education, and 19.6 for those 
returning for personal satlsfactlon. The mean 1s 1.935. 
The medlan is 1.940. The mode 1s 2.000. The standard 
error 1s 0.100. The standard devlatlon 1s 0.680. The 
variance is 0.462. The range 1s 2.000 (Table 1 1 ) -  
Table 11 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in com- 
paring adult basic education students who returned to school 
because of employment reasons and those who returned to fur- 
ther their educatlon. 
Relative Adjusted Cumulative 
Category Absolute Freq Freq Freq 
Label Freq (Pet) (Pet) (Pet) 
Employment 12 20.7 
Further 
Education 25 43.1 
26.1 
Satisfaction I 9 15.5 
Nine out of twelve (75.0%) of the valid cells have a 
26.1 
54.3 
Cases 12 20.7 
Total 5 8 100.0 
frequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell fre- 




Missing [ 100.0 
100.0 




employment reasons who prefer SJ is 4.3. The total per- 
1 
centage of those returning to school for further education 
who prefer SJ is 17.4. The total percentage of those 
returning to school for personal satisfaction who prefer 
SJ is 10.9. All those preferring SJ totaled 32.6% or 15 
respondents. 
The total percentage of those returning to school for 
employment reasons who prefer SP is 15.2. The total per- 
centage of those returning to school to further their 
education who prefer SP is 23.9. The total percentage of 
t h o s e  returninq to school for personal satrsfactlon pre- 
ferring SP is 4.3. All those preferring SP totaled 4 3 = 5 %  
or 20 respondents. 
The total percentage of those returning to school for 
employment reasons who prefer NF is 0.0. The total per- 
centage of those returning to school to further their educa- 
tion who prefer NF is 8.7. The total percentage of those 
returning to school for personal satisfaction who prefer NF 
is 2.2. All those preferring NF totaled 70.9% or 5 respon- 
dents. 
The total percentage of those returning to school for 
employment reasons who prefer NT is 6.5. The total per- 
centage of those returning to school to further their educa- 
tion who prefer NT is 4.3. The total percentage of those 
returning to school for personal satisfaction who prefer NT 
is 2.2. All those preferring NT totaled 13.0% or 6 respon- 
dents. 
The value of Chi-square is 7.67603 with six degrees of 
freedom, The significance level is 0.2628 whlch is outside 
the accepted level for the -05 (Table 12). 
Table 1 2  
A psychological profile of adult basic education S ~ U -  
dents who returned to school because of employment and those 
who returned to further their education. 
Count 
Row Pct 
Column Pct Row 






Thls lndlcates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between those returning to school 
for reasons of employment, further education, or personal 
satlsfactlon. This supports the hypothesis. 
Questlon 5: Is there a difference between adult baslc 
educatlon students' referral source and their personalrty 
type preference as measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtalned concerning thls question showed that 
there are 31 respondents who were referred by others to 
adult basic educatlon classes and 25 respondents referred 
themselves to adult baslc educatlon classes who completed 
the demographic questionnaire. The total number of respon- 
dents was 56. Percentages are rounded to the nearest tenth. 
There are two missing cases so the adjusted frequency 
is 55.4 for those referred by others and 44.6 for those 
who referred themselves. The mean is 1.446. The median 
is 1.403. The mode is 1,000, The standard error is 0.067. 
The standard deviation is 0.502. The variance is 0.252. 
The range is 1.000 (Table 13). 
Table 13 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in com- 
paring adult basic education students who were referred by 
others and those who referred themselves, 
Relative Adjusted Cumulative 
Category Absolute Freq Freq Freq 
Label Freq (Pet) (Pct (Pet 1 
Four out of eight (50.0%) of the valld cells have a 
frequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell fre- 
quency is 2.679, 
The total percentage of those referred by others who 
prefer SJ is 14.3. The total percentage of those who 
referred themselves who prefer S J  IS 12.5. All those pre- 























The total percentage of those referred by others who 
prefer is 3 0 - 4 ,  The total percentage of those who 
referred themselves who prefer SP is 17.9. All those pre- 
ferring SP totaled 48.2% or 27 respondents. 
The total percentage of those referred by others who 
prefer NF is 3.6. The total percentage of those who 
referred themselves who prefer NF is 7.1. All those pre- 
ferring NF totaled 10.7% or 6 respondents. 
The total percentage of those referred by others who 
prefer MT is 7.1. The total percentage of those who 
referred themselves who prefer NT is 7.1. All those pre- 
ferring NT totaled 14.3% or 8 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 1.92742 with three degrees 
of freedom. The significance level 1s 0.5876 which is out- 
side the accepted level for the . 0 5  (Table 1 4 ) .  
Table 74 
A p~ychological profile of adult basic education sku- 




Column Pct Row 
Total Pct SJ SP N F  NT Total 
Ref erred 
Ref erred 
This indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between those respondents who 
were referred by others to adult basic education classes 
and those who referred themselves. Thls supports the 
hypothesis. 
Questlon 6: Is there a difference between the reason 
for the adult basic education student dropping out of tradl- 
tional school and personality type preference as measured 
on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question showed that 
there are 31 respondents who listed personal reasons for 
leaving publlc or prlvate education and 20 respondents 
who listed school problems as reasons for leaving formal 
schooling who completed the demographic questionnalre. 
The total number of valid cases is 51. The responses of 
personal reasons and work to support self and others were 
combined to give greater cell samples. The responses of 
not doing well in school and did not like school were also 
combined to give greater cell samples, 
There are seven missing cases so the adjusted frequency 
is 60.8 for those who listed personal reasons for leaving 
formal schooling and 39.2 for those who listed school prob- 
lems as a reason for leaving formal schooling. The mean 1s 
1,392. The median is 1.323. The mode is 1.000. The stan- 
dard error is 0.069. The standard deviation is 0.493. The 
variance is 0.243. The range is 1.000  able 1 5 ) .  
Table 15 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in com- 
paring adult basic education students who listed personal 
reasons for leaving formal schooling and those who listed 
school problems. 
Relative Adjusted Cumulative 
Absolute 
Four out of eight (50.0%) of the valid cells have a 
irequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell fre- 
quency is 1.961. 
The total percentage of those who listed personal rea- 
sons for leaving formal schooling who prefer SJ is 13.7. 
The total percentage of those who listed school psoblems as 
a reason for leaving formal schooling who prefer SJ is 11.8. 
All those preferring SJ totaled 25.5% or 13 respondents. 
The total percentage of those who listed personal rea- 
sons for leaving formal schooling who prefer SP 1s 35.3. 
The total percentage of those who listed school problems as 
a reason for leaving formal schooling who prefer SP is 15.7. 
All those preferring SP totaled 51.0% or 26 respondents. 
The total percentage of those who listed personal rea- 
sons for leaving formal schooling who prefer NF 1s 5.9. 
The total percentage of those who listed school problems as 
a reason for leaving formal schooling who prefer NF is 3.9. 
All those preferring NF totaled 9.8% or 5 respondents. 
The total percentage of those who llsted personal rea- 
sons for leaving formal schooling who prefer NT is 5.9. 
The total percentage of those who llsted school problems as 
a reason for leaving formal schooling who prefer NT 1s 7.8. 
All those preferring NT totaled 13.7% or 7 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 1 . 9 8 5 7 6  with three degrees 
of freedom. The slgniflcance level 1s 0.5754 which is out- 
side the accepted level for the -05 (Table 1 6 ) .  
Table 16 
A psychological profile of adult basic education stu- 
dents who listed personal reasons for leaving formal school- 
ing and those who listed school problems. 
Count 
Row Pct 
Column Pct Row 




This indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between those who left formal 
schooling for personal reasons and those who llsted school 
problems. This supports the hypothesis, 
Question 7: Is there a difference between age of adult 
basic education students and personality type preference as 
measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this questlon showed that 
there are 34 respondents ages 15-29 and 24 respondents ages 
30-60+ who completed the demographic questlonnalre. T h e  
total number of valld cases 1s 58. Age groups ranging from 
15-29 and 30-60+ were collapsed In order to provide larger 
cell samples. 
There are no missing cases so the relative and adjusted 
frequency is the same: 58.6 for those ages 15-29 and 41.4 
for those ages 30-60+. The mean is 1.414, The median is 
1.353. The mode is 1.000. The standard error is 0.065. 
The standard deviation is 0.497. The variance is 0,247. 
The range is 1.000 (Table 1 7 ) .  
Table 1 7  
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in com- 
paring adult basic education students who are ages 15-29 
and those who are ages 30-60+. 
Relatlve Adjusted Curnulatlve 
Category Absolute Freq Freq Freq 
Label Freq ( P c ~ )  (Pet) (Pet) 
Four out of elght (50.0%) of the valld cells have a 
frequency of less than 5. The minimum expected cell fre- 
quency is 2.483. 
The total percentage of those ages 15-29 preferring SJ 
1s 13.8. The total percentage of those ages 30-60i prefer- 




The total percentage of those ages 15-29 preferring SP 
is 27.6. The total percentage of those ages 30-60+ prefer- 
ring SP 1s 19.0. All those preferring SP totaled 46.6% or 
?7 1 S- c -pmr  f i r - p t c  - 







The total percentage of those ages 15-29 preferring NF 
is 8 . 6 .  The total percentage of those ages 30-60+ prefer- 
ring NF is 1 . 7 .  All those preferring NF totaled 10.38 or 
6 respondents. 
The total percentage of those ages 15-29 preferring NT 
is 8.6. The total percentage of those ages 30-60+ prefer- 
ring NT is 5.2. All those preferring NT totaled 13.8% or 
8 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 2.50164 with three degrees 
of freedom. The significance level is 0.4750 which is out- 
side the accepted level for the .05 (Table 18). 
Table 18 
A psychological profile of adult basic education stu- 
dents who are ages 15-29 and those who are ages 30-604. 
Count 
Row Pct 
Column Pct Row 
3 0 - 6 0 +  
This indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between those respondents who are 
ages 15-29 and those respondents who are ages 30-GO+.  This 
supports the hypothesis. 
Question 8: Is there a difference between the pre- 
ferred method of instruction and personality type preference 
as measured on the MBTI? 
Data obtained concerning this question showed that 0 
preferred lecture for instruction, 29 preferred a combina- 
tion of ways for instruction, and 25 preferred indlvidual- 
ized instruction of those who completed the demographic 
questionnaire. The total number of valid cases 1s 54. 
Since lecture was not a preferred method of teaching no 
further data is given. In order to provide a greater cell 
sample; discussion, combination of ways, and working in 
groups were collapsed. All percentages are rounded to the 
nearest tenth. 
Slnce there are four missing cases the adjusted fre- 
quency is 53.7 for those preferring a combination of ways 
of instruction and 46.3 for those who preferred indivldu- 
allzed instruction. The mean is 2.463. The median is 
2.431. The mode is 2.000. The standard error is 0.068. 
The standard deviation 1s 0.503. The varlance is 0.253. 
The range is 1.000 (Table 1 9 )  - 
Table 19 
A statistical profile showing the frequencies in com- 
paring adult basic education students who preferred lecture, 
a combination of ways, or individualized instruction. 
Relative Adjusted Cumulat~ve 
Category Absolute Freq Freq Freq 
Label Freq (Pet) (Pet) 
I I I r 
(Pet) 
Four out of elght (50.0%) of the valld cells have a 
frequency of less than 5. The mlnlrnum expected cell fre- 
quency is 2.778. 
The total percentage of those who llsted a combination 
of ways of lnstructlon who prefer S J  1s 16.7. The total 
percentage of those who llsted lndlvlduallzed instructlon 
who prefer SJ is 11. 1 .  All those preferrrng SJ totaled 
27.8% or 15 respondents. 
The total percentage of those who llsted a cornblnatlon 
of ways of lnstructlon who prefer SP is 24.1. The total 
percentage of those who lrsted indivldualrzed ~nstructlon 
who prefer SP r s  24.7. All those preferring SP totaled 
48.1% or 26 respondents. 
T h e  total percentage of those who lrsted a cornblnatlon 
of ways of instructlon who prefer NF IS 5.6. The total 
percentage of those who listed individualized instruction 
who prefer NF is 5.6. All those preferring NF totaled 
11  . I  % or 6 respondents. 
The total percentage of those who listed a combination 
of ways of instruction who prefer NT is 7.4. The total 
percentage of those who llsted indivlduallzed instruction 
who prefer NT is 5.6. All those preferring NT totaled 
13.0% or 7 respondents. 
The value of Chi-square is 0.44902 with three degrees 
of freedom. The significance level is 0.9299 whlch is out- 
side the accepted level for the -05 (Table 20). 
Table 20 
A psychological profile of adult basic education stu- 





Total Pct SP NF NT 
Lecture 
Column 
Total 27.8 48.1 1 1  . I  
Combination 31 .O  10.3 
44.8 1 50.0 13.8 of Ways 1 60.0 50.0 57.1 
Row 




24 .1  1 5 . 6  
1 3  1 3 
7.4 
3 
This indicates that there is no significant difference 
in personality preference between preferred methods of 
instruction. This supports the hypothesis. 
Summary of Tables 
The tables used in this text were designed to give 
accurate data as well as to provide information which would 
be understood and have practical uses for the adult basic 
education instructors. Percentages were always indicated 
because, although not as statistically accurate, they are 
the mathematical calculation most often sought by instruc- 
tors. 
These tables showed support for the hypothesis that 
the adult basic education student does differ from the 
general population but there are few varsances or factors 
which separate them from each other. 
These tables also support the fact that different 
teaching techniques need to be used in adult basic education 
classes and learnlng centers than those commonly practiced 
In classes sought by the general population. 
A workshop ent~tled "Learning and Teachlng Styles: 
How One Teaches HOW Others Learn" will be presented to 
Iowa Western Community College Adult Baslc Education 
instructors in February 1992. These findings wlll be 
included in that workshop. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
Adult basic educatlon students who are currently 
enrolled in the Adult Learning Center of Iowa Western Commu- 
nity College completed a demographic questionnaire developed 
from a demographic survey currently in use in collecting 
data from Iowa adult basic education students. They also 
completed Form G of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). 
The results were calculated by using the computer pro- 
gram Stat~stlcal Package for Social Sciences (SPSSX) In 
order to facllltate recommendations for teachlng methods to 
be used wlth adult baslc education students. The results of 
the statlstlcal analysis are presented In Chapter IV along 
wlth mathernatlcal calculations comparing adult basic educa- 
tlon students to the general population. 
Thls chapter wlll dlscuss those results and provlde 
recommendatlons for teachrng techniques, program planning, 
and additional research. 
Summary of Frndings 
As stated in other studies by Lawrence, Golay, and 
Giovannonl, a pos~tive relationship does exist between sens- 
ing and sensrnq-perceiving personality styles and youth at 
rlsk. Youth at rlsk become adult basrc educatlon students 
when they Out of school and then return for an adult 
basic education class Or to seek a high school equivalency 
dip10ma. This study also points to the fact that persons 
prefer Perce~tlon, especially sensing perception, are 
enrolled in adult b a s ~ c  education, 
The following is a dlscusslon of each of the polarities 
and their relevance to the adult basic education student, 
1 -  Extraversion-Introversion: As can be seen in this 
study, extraverts represented only 22% of the adult baslc 
education students and introverts represented 78%. It 1s 
known that introverts often have trouble speaklng out ln 
groups and that they need time alone. They are good at one- 
to-one interaction. Thls may account for the fact that many 
ABE teachers and students like indlviduallzed instruction. 
2. Senslng-lntultlon: Senslng represented 76% of the 
participants and 24% preferred intuition. This 1s to be 
expected because of the high percentage of persons ln the 
general population who preferred senslng. Also senslng 
types need step by step instruction and concrete learnlng 
experiences. If because of problems or other factors sens- 
ing types miss school, they may fall behind In their studles 
and eventually drop out. 
3 .  ~hlnklng-Feellng: Feellng types often wish to 
please others and may be more likely to stay ln school. 
~h~~ also would be less likely to create frlctlon by speak- 
lng out or offerln7 an opjnlon d~fferent f r o m  the norm- 
Thlnkin9 types, whlch represented 60% of this study. are 
driven by what they believe is right even if the price is 
being removed from school or being disliked. Because of 
this behavior, thinking types are often unwilling to con- 
form and will eventually drop out of school. This is 
especially true of thlnklng perceptives. They are llkely 
to try to complete thelr educatlon when their experlence 
shows that they need lt to Itget a job" or "earn a llving." 
4. Judging-Perceptive: A major factor In the comple- 
tlon of formal schooling by any student has to do wlth the 
abllity to adjust to concrete and structured tlme frames 
and structured lessons and learnlng. Slnce perceptlves 
prefer nonstructure lt 1s not surprlslng that 70% of the 
adult baslc educatlon students preferred perception. Adult 
learnlng centers and night classes are less formal and do 
not demand attendance. Unlike other schooling they are free 
to "work at their own pace" and to come and go as they wzsh. 
Those who prefer judging, on the other hand, ask for asslgn- 
ments and will almost always stay with a task untll rts 
completion. 
Recommendations 
Based on t h ~ s  research and the lmplicatlons of those 
flndrngs. the following recommendatrons are given to asslst 
directors, coordinators, and teachers rn provldlng a program 
whlch mrnirnizes the probabil~ty of farlrng often found In 
the past experlence of the adult bas= educatlon student. 
These recommendations are guidelines and can be 
expanded and updated as more is known about the preferences 
of any student. They also are designed to create an effec- 
tive and positive method of incorporating personality type 
preference into the classroom. 
Directors and coordinators should consider the follow- 
ing when planning programs: 
1. Know and understand your own personality preference 
and how it effects the decisions you make. 
2. Plan programs which can be easily changed and 
updated and which present alternatives and options. 
3. Select a team of teachers who have a variety of 
personality preferences. 
4. Provide teachers with staff development in person- 
allty type preference. 
5. Provlde staff development programs which present 
and show methods of presenting curriculum. 
6. Locate ABE programs in various centers away from 
formal school buildings. 
7 .  Offer programs at a variety of times and keep pro- 
grams open as many hours as possible. Programs need to be 
available in both the day and evenlng hours, 
8. Create a system of registration, breaks, etc., 
whlch allows the adult to move qulckly through the process 
and facilitates the adult maklng choices about the time 
they commlt to the program. 
The following suggestions are for adult basic education 
teachers: 
1. Become familiar with your own personality style. 
2. Become acquainted with the theory of personality 
type preference. 
3. Assess all adult basic education students to 
determine their learning style and/or their personality 
preference. 
4. Have space available for quiet study and group 
interaction. 
5. Avoid creating projects or lessons whlch require 
over one half hour on task. 
6. Provlde a varlety of teachlng techniques. These 
should lnclude audio, vlsual, tactlle, and klnesthetlc. 
7. Place more emphasls on tactlle and klnesthet~c 
learnlng than on audro and vlsual work. 
8. Prov~de a chance for students to get to know 
other students through the use of class partners. 
9. Match all tasks to learners. 
10. Change and vary curriculum content as much as 
posslble through offering a variety of books and/or teacher 
made materials. 
1 1 .  Give posltlve feedback remembering that intuitive 
feelers like compllments about thelr attitudes, intult~ve 
thlnkers like compllments about their knowledge, senslng 
~udgers llke compllrnents about thelr compliance and dill- 
gence to complete a task, and sensing perceptives like 
compliments about their physical involvement and competi- 
tiveness. 
1 2 .  Utilize visuals which eventually call for student 
participation. 
13. Let students experiment. 
14. Avoid trmed tests or questionnaires unless abso- 
lutely necessary for preparation to take the high school 
equivalency exam. 
15. Do not require students to plan all activities. 
Planning should be required only when absolutely necessary. 
16. Do not present lessons to students uslnq the 
abstract. Glve only concrete "here and now" reasons for 
study. 
17. Remaln enthuslastlc and upbeat. Use a low key 
approach when llstenlng to a student. 
18. Asslgn very little homework. Encourage the stu- 
dent to asslgn projects to themselves. 
19. Have some lessons "just for fun." 
20. Have student led lessons. 
21. Avoid close supervlslon of the student's work. 
22. Contlnue to introduce new expeslences and creatc 
an atmosphere of concrete change. 
2 3 .  DO not use the lecture method of ~nstructlon. 
24. Use a comblnatlon of methods of ~nstructlon. 
Vary each lesson. 
Suggestions for Future Studies 
Analysis of this research provides a variety of factors 
which could be considered for future investigation by those 
wishing to rmprove learning by adult basic education stu- 
dents. 
Much work needs to be done to increase the number of 
participants in this study especially those who are reading 
below the fourth grade level. A state-wide project involv- 
ing a11 sixteen Iowa area community colleges could produce 
a more clear picture of the adult basic education student. 
All factors such as age, gender, student readrng Level, 
preferred method of instruction, etc., could be paralleled 
to those of the general population. Cross tabs on all data 
In the demographic survey could be analyzed, 
A survey instrument focusrng on current level of abrl- 
lty could be processed for both math and readlng so that 
personality type preference could be noted rn both of these 
areas. 
Information 1s also needed on current instruct~onal 
techniques whlch are rn use and the effectiveness of these 
techniques with varlous students, 
Studies concerning the use of audio tapes for the 
admlnlstering of the MBTI to the adult basic education stu- 
dents could be compared to data galned on those who took the 
ind~cator vla reading it. 
Conclusions 
This research was undertaken with the specific intent 
of identifying the personality type preference of students 
attending the Adult Learning Center in Council Bluffs, Iowa 
and to provlde direction for coordinators and teachers work- 
ing wlth adult baslc education students. 
Based on this study the following generalizations can 
be made: 
There are more sensing perceptives in the adult 
basic education Population than in the general population, 
2 -  Adult basic education students have strong prefer- 
ences for introversion. 
3 .  Adult basic education students have strong prefer- 
ences for perception. 
4. The adult baslc education student's personality 
profile closely compares wlth that of the public school 
"at rlsk" student. 
5. Changes need to be made rn current teaching methods 
in the adult basic education program from an almost total 
emphasls on individualized instruction to instruction which 
incorporates individualization with actlvltles understood 
and enjoyed by perceptives. 
6. Adult baslc education students need to be rnotlvated 
ln ways not commonly used In the classroom, l.e., freedom to 
choose, freedom from personal lectures, etc. 
7. ~ d u l t  basic education students need to become com- 
fortable with their personalltles SO they can develop their 
inferior functions which coincide more readily with the 
lrworld of work. " 
8. Adult basic education teachers need to know how to 
observe personality characteristics and be knowledgeable in 
the utilization of teaching techniques. 
Throughout this study, findings concurred with what 1s 
already known in type theory. Therefore, it can be seen 
that there is much to be gained by educators from nncreasing 
their knowledge of psychological type and from the incorpo- 
ration of the MBTI with the current assessment program. 
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Letter to Participants 
March 25, 7991 
Dear Participant: 
I am so pleased that you have helped the Adult Basic 
Education teachers and GED teachers understand more about 
you by agreeing to take the Myers Briggs Personality 
Indicator. 
We want to improve our communication with you and 
better help you when we teach you. 
In order to do this we need your permission to use your 
type in my study. Your name will not be used and your 
information will be added to others who are helping us by 
taking the MBTI and completing the client demographic form. 
In order for this information to be used you need to 
sign the attached form. 
Thanks again for helping me. 
Sincerely, 
Marie E. Elkin 
Appendix B 
Demographic Questionnaire 
f . Name or SS# 




City State Zip 
3. Age Group 15-1 7 
1 8 - 2 0  
2 1  - 2 4  
2 5 - 2 9  60 plus 
4. Sex male female 
5. Reason for returning to school (check one) 
employment personal satisfaction 
further education military 
job promotion other 
6. Init~al referral to classes (check one) 
public service agency 
military 
public school 




7. Reason for leavlng formal education (public or private 
elementary or secondary school.) (Mark only onel 
~ersonal reasons 
work to support self or others 
not doing well in school 
did not like school 
8. Preferred method of instruction (check one) 
(How do you wish to be taught) 
lecture lndlvldualized 
dlscusslon work rn groups 
combination of ways 
9. Level (teacher completes) 
Appendix C 
Participant Consent Form 
I consent to participate in a study conducted by Marie 
Elkin as a thesls project for an Educational Specialist 
Degree at Drake University. 
I agree to take the MBTI Form 6 and complete the Demo- 
graphic Questionnaire. 
I understand that information gained from these forms 
will be included with that of other students. My name will 




Explanation of Type 
INFP 
Performing Noble Service to Aid Society 
If there is a single word that defines this type, it is idealist. As introverted feelers, they discover thelr 
ideals through a subjective interpretation of the world, and 
put those ideals to use to help others in a variety of ways. 
They are often the "~oans (or Johns) of Arcf' who seek ful- 
fillment through performing noble service to ald soclety. 
INFPs have their own self-imposed "codes" for life, 
and while they have little need to share or impose them on 
others, they can be very strict with themselves about fol- 
lowing these regimens. But in general, INFPs tend to be 
easygoing and congenial. They would prefer to "fit in" har- 
moniously rather than to create waves--as long as they can 
do so without violating their ldeals. Yet when others do 
trample on the INFPS' codes, INFPs can become very demanding 
and extremely aggressive, often to the surprise of both 
themselves and others. This tendency may be best illus- 
trated by the mother who feels her child has been treated 
unjustly by his or her school, The normally quiet INFP 
mother leaves no stone unturned in full pursuit of rectl- 
fying the injustice and creating a better environment--not 
only for her child but others, who will also benefit from 
the change. 
Male INFPs can be seen by others, partrcularly macho 
tradltlonalists, as too gentle, even wrmpy. The INFPs' 
generally passive, live-and let-live exterior, however adml- 
rable, may lack the take-charge quality often associated 
with maleness--until they feel that their value system is 
threatened, that is. Then, the easygoing ways (of male and 
female INFPs allke) can give way to harsh rigidity. For 
staff, friends, and mates who don't understand this charac- 
teristlc, the INFP can seem, at best, a source of mixed 
signals; pliant one moment, rigid the next--and, at worst, 
a deep, complex, even somewhat melancholy person who is hard 
to understand. When a male lNFP marrles an extravert, soci- 
ety may view hls mate as domineering and demanding. In 
actuality, for the marrlage to succeed, the mate must 
quickly learn the lrmlts of her mandate to take charge. 
These very same qualities in an INFP female are more 
soclally acceptable, even admired. Whlle the INFP male's 
quiet stubbornness can make hlm seem simultaneously unforce- 
ful yet rigid, the INFP female may be respected for her 
inner strength. Her determination conveys power and makes 
others feel secure. 
INFPs resist being labeled and are often driven to do 
things that shake the way others view them. This can on 
occasion lead INFPs to be unpredictable, even outrageous. 
A docile IMFP we know was invited to a staff costume party 
where guests were instructed to dress as "who you really 
are." She came as Madonna, the eccentrrc eighties rock 
singer, bedecked in jewelry and silky clothing. Her col- 
leagues were shocked by her display but she wasn't- 
Like all intuitive-feelers, the INFP strives for self- 
identity, self-knowledge, and self-definition. "who am I?" 
is an all-important question. More so than all other NFs, 
however, the INFPs find in their preferences further mate- 
rial and inspiration for this never-ending quest. Their 
introversion fosters inward reflection, their intuition 
ensures an endlessly ramifying sense of the possibilities 
inherent in the self, their feeling guides them to reflect 
on how such potential could benefit both themselves and 
their relations with others, and their perceiving keeps them 
open to a constant flow of new data. It's not unusual for 
an INFP to get out of bed reflecting (introversion), "Who am 
I and where's my life going today?" There may be a number 
of possible answers (intuition)--"1'm a father," "1'm a 
mate," "I'm a teacher," and the like--as well as a consld- 
eration of how those attributes mrght be deployed in all 
interesting Issues to contemplate. The INFP may then, rn 
the search for more information (perceiving), set off for 
school or work, there to start the process again. Even ~f 
these questions are not consciously raised, the identity 
issues are always percolating. The INFP'S reflective, 
open-ended approach to llfe produces far more questions 
than answers. 
The INFP1s home and work area may be rife with little 
piles of "to-dos"--reading, ~roning, artwork, wrlting. 
These things wlll always be there. In fact, they wlll 
increase as the INFP'S interests and concerns grow through- 
out life. It" helpful for INFPs to learn to live with this 
rather than punlsh themselves for seemlng "failures." In 
general, home and family relatlonshlps are more relaxed than 
rlgid; schedules are always subject to change because of 
others' lmrnedrate needs. Neatness often takes a backseat to 
Interpersonal warmth and affirmation, except when company 1s 
expected, In whlch case perfection is the name of the game 
In the desire to serve others. INFPs prefer to give in to 
others rather than argue points that may lead to disharmony. 
Still, all of thls may fly out the window if an INFP's 
'*codes'' are "violated," and then a relaxed home gives way 
to strict rules and schedules. 
The same dynamic applies to parenting. An INFP parent 
may focus on a few carefully cultivated values. If these 
are respected, the INFP parent is typically easygoing and 
qulck to meet a child's needs. In general, the INFP parent 
is positive and affirming and a chlld wlll find in that par- 
ent a friend in whom they can conflde. If there are parent- 
ing weaknesses, they are probably related to INFPS' first 
preference, introversion: INFPs may be slow to give overt, 
positlve strokes, not because they don't feel approval, but 
because they find it difficult to express; and to their last 
preference, perceiving, which may cause them to avoid pro- 
viding the structure and organization that a child may need. 
Introversion may also plaque INFPs' relationships: 
they may feel far more love and warmth than they are able to 
express. In any relationship involving INFPs, there will be 
growth, affirmation, and self-fulfillment for both of the 
parties involved, but sometimes the combination of the 
introversion and feeling preferences causes them to avoid 
discussing issues that they fear may cause disagreement. 
For example, an INFP may, after much inner debate, conclude 
that some kind of change is necessary, and may then spring 
this conclusion on an unprepared partner. Thus, the INFP'S 
decision to qult a job and go to graduate school. (or con- 
vince the mate to do so) may be presented as a fait accom- 
pli, not a subject open for discussion, and the unsuspecting 
mate may be shocked into a new view of therr relationship 
when a formerly pllant INFP shows new drive, determination, 
and rigidity, far out of proportion to the issue involved. 
This INFP complexity, an easygoing exterior masking a 
compulsive interlor, may make for inner stress. The result 
can be a variety of serious health problems: lleitis, colr- 
tis, and other stomach or intestinal problems. They may be 
particularly prone to such allments when the needs of others 
prevent them from being able to relax and enjoy themselves. 
INFPs can easlly make martyrs of themselves. 
As chlldren, INFPs' deceptively easygoing natures may 
cause others to take them for granted. INFP children have a 
hlgh need to please parents--and be stroked for it. Gener- 
ally, they are tender and sensltlve to the world around them 
and, like thelr INFP elders, often glve ~n to others at the 
expense of thelr own needs. If such self-sacrifice is not 
appreciated or, even worse, 1s crltlclzed, the INFP chlld 
can become sullen, self-crltlcal, often overpersonalizlng 
each remark. The potentla1 for martyrdom begins early. 
INFP chlldren can spend a dlsproportlonate amount of tlme 
daydreaming and belng preoccupied wlth inner thouqhts. They 
are often good students and expend a lot of energy pleaslng 
thelr teachers. T1;ey tend to do well In hlgh school, and 
often excel In college. To please others, they may take 
courses they do not like--and even succeed In them. The 
-. t c - ; i  l < i l  for cir! f -dol:L:t and splf-crltlcism, however, 1s 
always close to the surface. Even when told they have done 
a "good job,'"~F~s know the only true judge is themselves, 
and may punish themselves for work they consider less than 
perfect . 
In general, while INFPs love to learn, grow, excel, and 
please others, they are always their own worst critics; they 
often remind themselves that they could have done better. 
It is a lifelong struggle between self-approbation and self- 
depreciation. In the end, INFPs almost always tend to sell 
themselves short. 
Family events for an INFP are expressions of the essen- 
tials of life, and a lot of energy can be directed to cele- 
brating such family rituals as birthdays, annrversarles, or 
graduations. Loyalty and service to the family can keep an 
INFP a "child" at any age and always close psychologically, 
~f not physically, to parents and family. 
The values that shape INFPsf family llfe and personal 
growth patterns highlight thelr career cholces: integrity, 
hard work, idealism, sensitivity, and concern for other 
people. INFPs also bring thelr self-crltlclsm and perfec- 
tionism to the workplace, whlch can sometimes hamper thelr 
natural skills. An INFP maybe an excellent rnusiclan or a 
superb teacher, but even if showered with accolades, INFPs 
may never qulte be satisfled. Thelr hlgh learnrng abllltles 
may lead them to careers In w h ~ c h  they excel academlcally 
but for whlch they are typologically somewhat mlscast. The 
daughter of an engineer may pursue that career to please her 
father--and find it academlcally very attainable and chal- 
lenging--although as an NFP, she may flnd the ~70rld of engl- 
neerlng foreign, even hostlle, turf. 
Those careers that lnvolve human servlce are the ultl- 
mate home of the INFP: psychology, teaching, famlly medl- 
cine, and church work, for example. In the long haul, what 
INfPs choose as a career must serve thelr own ~deallsm. If 
it doesn't, they can become restless and stressed and t h e ~ r  
work can become sloppy and counterproductive. 
Retirement tends to be rellshed by INFPs because the 
little piles of to-dos they have been amassing for years can 
be rearranged, pondered, and flnally tackled. They tend not 
to "slow downff In later llfe, approaching thelr postcareer 
hobbies with the same lntenslty they once reserved for chil- 
dren and careers. They may approach retirement with a par- 
ticular joy lf IC allows them to leave a tradrtional career 
or job that lmposed the klnd of structure and rlgldlty that 
INFPs resist. Stlll appearing externally relaxed, they 
tend to contlnue to be internally drlven by a call to serve 
humanity--in the form of children, grandchildren, organlza- 
tlons, causes, or any other local or world issues. 
Abraham Lincoln quite possibly personifies the INFP. 
As a Young man, seeing slaves loaded into a boat, he took 
the cause of freedom into heart, ultimately imposing his 
crusade on the entire nation. Isabel Briggs Myers, another 
I N E P ,  carried on her mission--that people learn how to use 
their personality differences more constructively and crea- 
tively--throughout her entire life. From age twenty to 
eighty, she endlessly created, researched, and refined the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Carl Rogers, one of the pil- 
lars of American modern psychology, saw the need for a 
therapeutic model that enhanced individual self-develop- 
ment--itself an INFP cause--and spent his life developing 
nondirective counseling. 
Type Talk (1988) ~roegerj~huesen 
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